
 

 

 

 

 

 It’s artistic and competitive 

 It’s evalued to movement synchronized in water 

 It’s very controlled 

 It was originally cold 

 Waterbalet : this sport requires qualities like breath control 

 It’s consist to dancing in the water 

 Competitive in solo girl or 2 girls 

 Team by nine 

 It’s make in water, in swimming pool 

Strength endurance is required. They have gelatin in her hair, the have goggles and no clothing. They make 

routine. They have nose- dip. She were flexibility, effortless. She breath control. The routine is composed of legs 

and arms movements, they throw themselves. They be synchronized witch a music. During the routine they don’t 

touch the bottom of swimming pool. Swimmers have to perform her routines. They have to do a technical routine 

but it’s free. The time (4 min). Solo is 2 minutes in imposing and 3 minutes in free. 

 Judge : it’s scored a scale on 100 

 Technical and artistic. 60 % artistic and 40% technical. 

GOLD Russia 

Team Result SILVER Spain 

BRONZE China 

GOLD Russia 

France 11th SILVER Spain 

BRONZE Japon 



 

 

Jo in Beijing : 8th August Liu injured tendon after minutes. He rested in silence ; he didn’t compet in JO. He made 

the stades silencious. Nobody spoke because he represented China. He won the gold medal in Athenes. The china 

was very disappointed of the hurt. He wanted be the best. But he was hurt. He was doing everything that he 

could. He wanted to train, but he can’t. he didn’t represent his country and people write their anger and the 

webside, an tear. They expected him so much , he snatch away the honor of chinese. China make more pression 

for the athletes ? 

He was born in Baltimore in 1983. He is the best swimmer with lots of record and medal. 100m butterfly, freestyle 

crowl, breastroke and backstroke are the swim of competition. He broke the world record 4/5 races, 7 gold medal 

and 5 records (Marc Spitz with 6 gold medal) ; 200m free, 200m medlay, 4x100 free,  4x200m free. He is an 

american swimmer. 

 

The olympic games. It can make new athletes and champions. But the stress is bery big, and lots of example. 

Athletes win lots of medal, like Phelps, but other athletes break a leg or arm, like Liu Xiang.



 

 

Beijing : 8h08 ; Zhang Yimon. Hi Jihtao is a president of the Olympic Games (President of the republic of China). 

Living : chinese gymnast. The olympic games in LA in 1984 : made a balot of stage in 90°. Lining mode bullet of the 

stadium in 90° against a screen encirding the roof of the stadium. 

 

 Lightwells : roue enflamée 

 Flying man : homme volant 

 Silverbell dancer : danceuse orientale 

 Heaven by drum : percussions 

 

4 billions people look the ceremony. They melanged different style. They combines technology and traditionnal 

arts. Chinese make some difference than others countries. 

 

This year the olympic mascot is Puwa (Like a dog) with lots of color. He represents Beijing 2008 and JO. The 

Panda, the antelop, blue black, red, yellow and red, the fish, the swala (oiseau), were the 5 mascot. They 

represent the element : fire, earth, air, water : 

 Forest : panda : green : JingJing 

 Blue : fish : water : BeiBei 

 Black : antelop : earth : YingYing 

 Red : olympic flame : fire : HuanHuan 

 Yellow : Swalla : air : NiNi 

  



 

 

 

 

2800 a. DC. The king of Iphitos : idea : organise game between all the greek cities. The ancient OG were primarily 

a part of a religious festival in honor of Zeus, the father of the greek gods and goddesses. The festival and the 

games were holdin Olympia, a rural sanctuary site in the western Peloponnesos. The Greeks honor the sanctuary. 

Olympos (Mont) is the highest mountain of Greece. In the mythology, this mont was the home of the greatest of 

the Greek gods and Goddesses. The ancien OG began in the year 776 DC. Every four years for almost 12 centuries. 

The marathon was not an event of the ancient Olympic Games. It is the modern OG of 1896, in Athens, a race 

from marathon to the Olympic Stadium, on 40 km. During 5 days programs. Slaves, criminal and Atheans can’t 

participe to OG. 
 

The ancient games in Olympia, 776 BC to 393 AD. A return of JO : 1503. First modern OG in Athens, in Greece, in 

1896. Frenchman : Pierre de Coubertin. 34 Countries. First winter OG in Chamonix in 1924. Ancient times, no 

winter Olympic. Roman emperor stop JO because he is not the same gods and godesses. 

Antiquity Now 

Men only 
 1928 : women can practise the game 

 Disabled people can practise the game 

Naked 
 A suit adapted to the sport 

 The name of the brand sponsors them 

Married women couldn’t assist of the Olympic Games Everybody can look spectacle (problem : no money and km) 

Penthatlon, fight, race, horse racing. The pancrace (fight with every hit permissed, without « arracher les yeux ». 

archery, athletic, baseball, basket, badmington, boxe, beach volley, canoe kayak, slalom, pentathlon, fencing, 

cycling, shoting, soft ball, swimming, equestrian, tables tennis, Taikwendo, football, volleyball, waterpolo, weight 

lifting, westling, flatwater, BMX, frack, gymnastic, accrobatic. Winner, reward by statue of our image, but now by 

a medal. They were supported by the State. Sportsmen were loged by the State, between 500 000 and 1 Million €. 

 Before : antiquity, hinor god, for glory 

 Now : modern, honor state, for money 

 



 

 

 

Phelps was born in 1985. Baltimore. He won 7 medal in Beijing. This surname is Baltimore Bullet. He has been 4 

times swimmer of the year. American 2001 – 2007. He has got a rubber band flexible (articulation très souple). 

 

Xiang is a rumer. He is the first chinese. He was win in JO. He is very famous. He is the champion of 110 metters 

hundler (110m haies). He was born in 1983 in China. His coach is very famous in TV he is a star, a leader of China 

but he train very but no traces of this records : 12,88 seconds. 

 

He was born the 31 August in 1986. He is the Jamaican runner. He is the best runner of Wolrd. He won the 

Olympic gold medal and fought the world record in 9,69s. for 100m in Beijing. This surname is « lighting Bolt ». he 

is a professionnal since 2 years. Is time ; 19,30s in 200m ; 37,10s in 4x100m in Beijing. He is in the JAAA 

association. This a Jamaica association who help the amateur athletic for the education, train… and train of 

spring. He is very strong, fast, tall, and very strong willed. He want to win for him, as Michael Phelps but Liu Xiang 

win for his country, not for him, not for the world. 

  



 

 

It exists in the world lots of products considered as « doping », because they can modify a sportsman's capacities 

during a competition. But, taking these doping substances is pa prejudice for the sport ethics and for the others 

athletes. In the Antiquity, greeks doped themselfs, sportsmen eat special food to increase their capacities. In 

America, the men chewed plants, as coca, to have more energy. Chineses knew from 3000 years ago doping 

methods as smoking ghinseng or opium. What are the differents methods to dope oneself and can we trust these 

controls? Firstly, we'll see what kinds of drugs exist, then, we'll show you who control sportsmen. 

 

The stimulatings, as the caffeine or cocaine (or EPO), they are used because they provoke an euphori feeling, we 

think we are invicible and we have self-confidence. They permit not beeing tired. But, naturals alarm signals like 

hunger disapear, and physicals physiologics problems can appear. Narcotics, as héroine or morphine for exemple, 

are used because they stop the dolor. The risks of heart problems is very big because the mortality by an 

overdose is very importants. This risk remplace the morphine produced by the organism, the andorphine. The 

result is very dangerous, because we have an impression of invincibility and we don’t feel the dolor. The 

anabolics, as testosterone rise the weight and the musculature power. People who take it are more agressiv. For 

the women, new masculins caracters apear and the athletes of the two sexes have a bad mood and can have 

muscular problems too. The anabolics are difficult to stop. Diuretics, by clarifying the urine of the athletes, can 

hide the presence of other drugs. Diuretics can provoke hypotension or hypertension crisis. 

 

The IOC was founded on 23 June 1894 by Pierre de Coubertin, who revived the Olympic Games. It s a Non-

governmental and non-profit organisation. It is the supreme authority of the Olympic Movement. It owns all 

rights to the symbol, flag, motto and anthem of the Olympic Games his main responsibility consists in the 

supervision and organization of the Olympic summer and winter games. The control of doping must conform to 

established protocols with the IOC and the organizing committee of the Olympics n Beijing. About two or three 

hundred and fifty controls are made every day and they found 9 professionals doped during last year. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 Maria Isabel Moreno, A Spanish cyclist, who were withdrawn its qualification for the Olympic Games. 

The Athlete has undergone a doping test and the results of EPO have been positive. She was unable to 

attend the Olympics. 

 The IOC said two Belarussians, medalists at the launch of the hammer and a canoeist Poles were test 

positive after the Olympics. They will go to court to justify this by the end of October. 

 On 15 August, the North Korean Kim Jong-Su, participating in the 50m pistol shooting, was tested 

positive to a beta-blocker. Cases of doping in Paralympic. 

 On 20 August, Ukrainian silver medalist in the heptathlon was tested positive. 

 It is a Pakistani weightlifter has tested positive for steroids. He was immediately excluded from the 

Beijing Paralympic Games and banned from competition for two years. 

 

To conclude, we’ll say that sportsmen and sportswomen drug themselves in all sports but controls are reliables 

today same if it existes a lot of way to dope. We can ask ourself if the laboratories which control will be as 

performant as today with the futur technologies of doping. 


